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The applicability ol a new method of approximating the two-bod\' 
(-matrix in separable form for general local short-range interaction, 
as suggested earlier, has been t<;sted in the calculation of triton bind­
ing energy with Faddoev formalism. The square well potential is 
considered since convergent theoretical binding energy values by 
Stunnian expansion method is available for this potential. Using 
a two term and three term expansion, fh(! binding energy values 
of triton have been evaluated taking the triplet plus singlet states 
of deuteron. It is observed that the binding energy values for the 
second case is very close to the result obtained by Kharchenko and 
Storozhenko for the same potential using the Sturmian expansion 
method. The present method her: the advantage over the Sturmian 
method that it is applicable to more general type sliort-range poten­
tials and to higher partial waves.
1. Introduction
'llie formal theory of scattering and reactions for a system of three particles, in 
the case of two particle forces with a finite radius of action, has been developed 
by Faddeev (1961). In this theory it is possible to obtain a set of two-dimensional 
coupled integral equations admitting of a unique solution. Tliese two-dimensional 
integral equations are to be solved numerically. The two-dimensional integral 
equations of the three nucleon problem can be reduced to one-dimensional equa­
tions by iiaiug a separable representation for the two-particlo scattering amplitude 
and this reduction simplifies the calculation enormously. Sevtaral methods have 
been proposed for approximating the two-particle scattering amplitude by 
separable terms. Some authors (Mitra & Vasin 1963, Fairlie 1960, Weinberg
1963) have used non-local separable potentials. Kharchenko & Storozhenko 
(1969) have investigated neutron-deutoron problem with local square well and 
Hulthen interactions using a separable expansion of the two particle scattering 
amplitude in Sturmian function representation. A separable representation for 
the two-body scattering amplitude for a local Hulthen potential has been used 
by the present authors (Furkayastha el al 1971) in thoir oalculatons of th© binding 
energy of tho triton and the neutron deuteron doublet and quartet scattering 
lengths, in which the physical deuteron states have been chosen as the expansion 
bases. The authors hare also calculated triton binding energy for local Yukawa
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potentials, where, for tho separable representation of the two-partiole amplitudes, 
the Sturmian eigenfunctions for a suitable «-wave Hulthen potential have been 
used as expansion bases (Purkayastha et al 1972), the authors have proposed 
another separable representation of the partial wave two-body ^matrix for short* 
range central local potentials (paper I) (Purkayastha et al 1971) based on thft 
separable approximation of the integral representation of the interaction potential 
in momentum space by suitable quadrature formula. In the present paper, 
wo have considered an application of the separable approximation discussed in 
paper I, to a short-range square well potential. Our method has the advantage', 
over the Sturmian method that it is applicable to more general short-rang(' 
potentials and higher partial waves. Using a two term and three term separable 
expansion for the s-wave two-body potential, we have calculated the binding 
energy values of triton taking the triplet plus singlet states of deuteron, witJi 
the help of Faddeev formalism.
2. Theory
For identical particles and binding energy problems the Faddeev equatioTL‘i, 
for a-wave part of the two-body interactions are of the form
where
(1)
qV s
X(g.g') =  ( 2 « - g m
is the Bpin>isospin reooupliog ooeffiemt. abbreviated notation 
fi stands for the spin-isospin factor, s is the energy of three body system p and 
q describe the magnitudes of the relative momenta; p stands for relative momen­
tum of two particles whereas q stands for the momentum of the third partirle 
relative to the other two particles. Now the integral transform V(p,p‘) of th<' 
potential in momentum space is represented by a series, separable in p and p' 
(paper I)
F f l (p ,p ') -S g , '(p )g /(p ') .  ... (2)
•
Utiliising the expression (2) fesr F,(p,p ') in two-body Idppmaon-Sohwii^o'
elation ,
-  y .d .p ' ) - * ’  f  V .
we Mve of the fdlowiiig f«na
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can bo obtainfjd easily because of the degenerate form of the kcunel From 
eqs. (1) and (3) it is evident that the / -^depondonee of ^(p, p , .,) can be written 
explicitly as
q, s) -  S gm^{p)h^fi(q, P; »). (4)
Substituting expressions (3) and (4) respetftively for t,(p,p-s -q^) and g, /?; s) 
in eq. (1) and equating tho coefficients of wo get a set of coupled integral equa­
tion for ft /.
A /(g ,^ ;« )  = -  A -  ^  ^ m n  fdr /*  j  dp’^q y a  fit j 0
X g / ' { p ' ) W .  ;»';«)■
3. Results and Disc'Ussions
(6)
Wo have carriod out our calculations for the triton binding energy with 
two sets o f parameters o f the square well potential. TJiese parameters—depth 
and range, taken from the paper of Kharehcinko and Storozhenko (1969), are 
as follows
Set I
Set II
Triplet Depth -  35-2765 Mev
Range 2-043 x  10“’ ® cm
Singlet Depth — 14-0746 Mev
Range — 2-586x10 *® cm
Triplet Depth 33-8882 M«v
Range 2-093x10"** cm
Singlet Deptlr 15-6222 Mev
Range 2-457 x lO"*® cm
The g^’e  and *xsen computed utilizing expression (2) and (3) in the
two-body Lippmann-Sohwingor equation. Tn our calculation we have used 
expansions with two terms and three terms for F^(p,p') in the expression (3). 
For triplet and singlet states o f douteron, fi takes two values and thus we got 
two sets of oouplod integral equations containing four and six equations for the 
above two oases. The l / ’s and «*’'^  sub-routine to be used
as input in the Faddoev equations.
In eourse of our calculations we come across integrals of the type
fs in p o 's in :^ '' , ,
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Such integrations have been carried out with a Gaussian quadrature formula 
with suitable point distributions. We have used a mesh point distribution 
which depends on the variaKo lower and upper limits of integration. As the 
function present in the integrand are fluctuating sine functions, special care 
has been taken for large values of p, p' and the convergence of the integrals has 
been tested by increasing the number of quadrature points. In our case, 40 
Gaussian points have been found to be adequate for convergent results. Tlu; 
resulting one-dimensional integral equations have been recast into matrix equa­
tion with the help of Gauss-Logendre quadrature method and the triton binding 
energy {Ex) has been evaluated by searching for the pole of the correspouding 
inverted matrix. Here also the convergence has been tested by increasing the 
gaussian quadrature points. In table 1, we have enlisted our results for tli« 
triton binding energy with triplet plus singlet states of deuteron together with 
the corresponding theoretical findings of Kharchenko & Storozhenko (1969) 
for the same. From the table it can Iks inferred that our result for threo terms 
in the expression (2) is very near the convergent result of Kharchenko and Storoz­
henko. So our approximation for the two-body t-matrix can be applied to three 
body binding energy problem with good results. We have worked with square 
well potential because convergent results are available for this potential, our 
method has the advantage that it is applicable to more general type of short-range 
potentials, some of which are discussed in paper I, and to higher partial wave.
Table 1. Values of the triton binding energy
Set I 
Set 11
Our oalculatioD Kharchenko and
-------------------------------------------- Storozhenkos*
with two terms with three terms calculation
10.64
10,92
9.66
9.97
9.20
9.53
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